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Walking the Dog
1  T  g o e s  w i t h o u t  s a y in g  that it is a great pleasure, and I deem it a 
great honor, to speak to you today. I wish to preface my remarks, 
however, by paying a personal tribute to the Board of Directors of the 
Nashville Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta for the 
splendid job they have done in gathering together this distinguished 
group of businessmen and bankers. At the Federal Reserve Bank, we 
are proud of the Boards of Directors of all our Branches because of 
the high sense of responsibility that they bring to their duties. The 
Nashville Board, however, has gone beyond the call of duty in its effort 
to enlist the attention of such eminent and influential men as your
selves in a consideration of the current position of the American econ
omy, but more especially of the role that the Federal Reserve System 
plays in that economy.

It is pleasant, too, to return to East Tennessee after many years’ ab
sence and to see all about me evidences of a great industrial expansion 
and of new and vigorous life in a part of the country that once had its 
share in bringing upon the South the epithet of “the nation’s number 
one economic problem.”

It must be recognized, of course, that East Tennessee is not alone 
in this great upward surge of industrialization. The whole nation has 
been going through a similar development. Ever since the end of World 
War II, indeed, our country has been washed by wave after wave of 
prosperity, each one rising higher than the one before. If it were not 
for the ill effects of the steel strike, we would probably now be experi
encing record levels of production and consumption all along the line.

Beneath the surface of this prosperity, however, I am sure that we 
would all confess to having serious problems. These problems usually 
have to do with money. Indeed, if we were asked about it, I think that 
most of us would say that there is nothing the matter with us that a 
little more money wouldn’t cure. I know that is my own case. There 
are many things I would like to do, and there are some that I really 
ought to do, but which I cannot do because I haven’t enough money. 
And what is true of me is true of my city and my state, as it must also 
be true of yours. The Federal Government itself is hard-pressed to find 
the money it needs to do all the things that are expected of it. Money 
is hard to get; if you are lucky enough to get it, you do so only at higher 
rates of interest than have prevailed for a quarter of a century.

Who or what is to blame for this tight money situation? Well, people 
read the papers and in them they have read about the Federal Re
serve’s following a “tight money policy.” Many have, therefore, come 
to believe that their particular activities and, hence, the operations of 
the whole economy, are being frustrated by a tight money policy im
posed upon us only through the malicious orneriness of the Federal 
Reserve System.
NOTE.—An address by Earle L. Rauber, Vice President and Director of Research, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, before an assembly of East Tennessee bankers, 
bank directors, and other businessmen to consider Federal Reserve monetary 
policy. The meeting was held under the auspices of the Board of Directors 
of the Nashville Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta at University 
Center, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, November 12, 1959.Digitized for FRASER 
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Today I want to discuss what I believe to be the real cause 
of the current monetary stringency, and I am going to intro
duce my subject by way of a parable. I shall not apologize for 
doing so, for a greater Teacher than I once made very effec
tive use of parables in driving home essential truths.

The parable concerns a neighbor on our street some years 
ago. This neighbor was a young lady who had once been an 
animal trainer in a circus. She was tall and strong but had 
given up her circus career in order to work with a govern
ment agency in the city. Still retaining her love of animals, 
she kept as a pet a huge dog, a boxer, whom she called 
“Baby.” All day long, while his mistress was away at work, 
Baby would doze on the enclosed porch, dreaming of all the 
things that dogs ordinarily dream about. He dreamed of his 
favorite fire hydrant up the street; and of that sad-eyed, taffy- 
colored cocker spaniel whimpering behind her fence on the 
other side of the street. How he would love to go over and 
nuzzle her through the meshes of the fence! And then he 
thought of that tasty bone he buried a week ago in the neigh
bor’s back yard. It must be ripe about now! And then he 
thought of all those beautiful, shiny, new cars speeding up 
and down the street. What fun it would be to chase them 
and make them honk their horns! And so1, Baby’s day would 
pass in dreaming.

In the evening when his mistress had returned from work 
and had finished supper, she would take Baby out on a leash 
for a walk. But no sooner did Baby sniff fresh air than all the 
delightful things he had been dreaming about during the day 
swam together in his doggy mind in one uncontrollable surge 
of desire. He lunged mightily against the restraining leash, 
almost dragging his mistress after him. But she was tall and 
strong and kept a tight grip on it, so the poor dog’s eyes 
bugged out; he slavered at the mouth; he panted and groaned, 
and almost choked himself to death straining against the leash.

Now, if you had asked the dog what was the cause of his 
very evident and acute discomfort, he would have said, “It’s 
this tight leash. And the person to blame is my mistress at the 
other end!”

If you had asked the dog’s mistress the same question, how
ever, you would have got a different answer. She would have 
told you that the trouble was that the dog was trying to do 
too many things at once. If he would control himself and 
walk along at a more gentlemanly pace, he would have a 
much better chance of achieving all his ends. She could, of 
course, lengthen the leash, but that would give the dog only 
momentary relief. He still couldn’t get everything he wanted 
at the same time. She could even throw the leash away and 
give the dog his head, as he seemed to want her to do, but 
even then he couldn’t get everything he wanted at the same 
time and, in all probability, would get himself killed in the 
street traffic trying to do so.

Now, this is an almost exact analogy of what is happening 
to this economy of ours. It, too, is a husky beast, employing 
over sixty-six million persons and turning out nearly four 
hundred and eighty billions of dollars worth of goods a year. 
It has also a strong will of its own, for it does not move in 
response to any central directing agency, but rather in re
sponse to the energy generated by the billions of economic 
decisions of people like yourselves. Underneath these billions 
of decisions, just what is the economy trying to accomplish? 
Many things, of course, but there are two especially to which 
I wish to call attention.

For one thing, we are trying to carry through a techno
logical revolution of unprecedented scope. We know from 
history the tremendous effects that have been produced by 
inventions and technological progress in the past. In the latter 
decades of the eighteenth century in England, a handful of

inventions of quite simfie design revolutionized the newly 
born cotton industry and then went on to change the whole 
face of industry, creating the factory system and transferring 
skill from the craftsman’s hand to the power-driven machine.

In the middle of the last century, the application of steam 
power to transportation on land and sea opened new lands 
for cultivation, linked the continents of the world together in 
a world economy, created gigantic new industries like the steel 
industry, and centralized populations in huge cities.

The effects of cheap electric power and of the internal 
combustion gas engine at the turn of the present century are 
too evident to need mentioning. They have so completely 
revolutionized our personal and community ways of living 
that life without them is almost unthinkable.

Today, however, we have on our hands a whole group of 
technological developments, any one of which would be 
sufficient to produce incalculable changes in our ways of 
living. There is nuclear power, for one thing, and jet propul
sion. There are solar batteries drawing energy directly from 
the sun. There is also the imminent possibility of converting 
heat directly into electricity without the intervention of tur
bines and generators. There is the creation through chemistry 
of materials that nature never heard of—materials tailor- 
made for almost any specific purpose. And in the field of 
electronics and automation, we now have machines that per
form tasks formerly possible only to the human brain, and 
doing them faster and better. We have no way of knowing 
what will be the final effects of all these scientific marvels on 
us as individuals, or as a society.

We do know, however, that these changes and develop
ments are coming about so rapidly that they are scarcely off 
the drawing board before they are obsolete. This continuous 
and rapid revolutionizing of industry necessarily imposes a 
tremendous drain upon our resources. At a slower pace, an 
investment in a new machine, a new process, a new industry, 
might be recovered in large part before it would have to be 
replaced by something newer still. But today the investment 
is no sooner made than it must be scrapped for something 
still newer, if the industry is to keep abreast of the times.

The rapidity of technological change, moreover, is being 
stimulated and complicated today by our unsought and un
wanted competition with Soviet Russia in every field, in
cluding that of technology. Not only is our economy being 
driven forward by its own internal forces, but also by the 
seeming necessity of keeping ahead of Russia in those areas 
where we presently have the advantage, and of catching up 
with her in areas where she has now out-distanced us. This 
competitive factor alone adds tremendously to the cost of our 
technological revolution, both in terms of ultimate resources 
and in terms of dollars and cents.

The second great task confronting our economy is the 
necessity of caring for an explosively growing population. 
The United States is not alone in this. It shares in a world
wide population explosion. The world population now stands 
at something like two and three-quarter billions of people. In 
1962, it will be three billion. It will have taken humanity 
some 250,000 years to achieve that first three billion. But in 
the year 2000—just about forty years from now—the world • 
will hold over six and a third billion souls. In other words, 
the world population will grow more in the next forty years 
than it did in the previous quarter of a million.

Looking at the United States population: In 1950 we had 
152 million persons in this country. Today we have over 178 
million, and in 1975, as a conservative estimate, the popula
tion will be in the neighborhood of 222 million. In the twenty- 
five years between 1950 and 1975, it will have grown by 70 
million. This increase will not be spread evenly over the
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country, if present trends continue, ft is much more likely to 
be distributed so as to create the maximum of problems.

At present, 85 percent of the increase in population is going 
into the 168 metropolitan areas defined by the Census. If this 
trend continues, the metropolitan population of this country 
will grow by some 60 million between 1950 and 1975. Do 
you have any idea of what this increase means? It means that 
it will increase by the equivalent of another 1950 New York- 
northern New Jersey area; another Boston area; another 
Philadelphia; a Washington; a Baltimore; a Buffalo; a Pitts
burgh; a Cleveland; a Chicago; a Detroit; a St. Louis; a Min- 
neapolis-St. Paul; a Los Angeles and a San Francisco area. In 
addition, there will remain 15 million to be spread among the 
smaller metropolitan areas. Indeed, if present trends continue, 
71 percent of the increase in the metropolitan population will 
go precisely into the fourteen areas just mentioned.

Now, the fact that the increase in our population is going 
to occur so largely in our metropolitan areas, and especially 
in the largest ones, is extremely important from an economic 
point of view. We all know the present difficulties faced by 
our cities, states, and public utilities in providing essential 
services to their rapidly growing and migrating populations— 
streets and roads; housing; water; sewers; schools; fire protec
tion; police protection; sanitary facilities; health services; 
recreation; electric power; gas; telephones. In city after city 
it is impossible to build schools fast enough to take care of 
the growing school population and half-day sessions are com
mon. If our cities and states are having difficulties now, 
imagine the magnitude of the physical and financial job they 
will have to do sixteen years from now to care for the much 
larger population that is already on the horizon. It is little 
wonder that state and local indebtedness rose 145 percent 
from 1950 to 1958—two and a half times as fast as total 
indebtedness.

Dr. George Cline Smith, Vice President and Economist 
of the F. W. Dodge Corporation, put the problem dramati
cally in a recent speech when he said that it will be necessary 
to build a “second United States” within the next forty years. 
Every house, every building, every factory, every tool, every 
machine, every facility of every sort will have to be duplicated 
by then, besides maintaining those we already have at their 
present efficiency. Why? For the simple reason that in forty 
years two persons will be living in this country for every one 
living here now.

The population problem, unfortunately, is being further 
aggravated by the inordinate stimulation of consumer wants 
by every medium of persuasion that business can bring to 
bear on them. Not only does everyone now want everything 
he sees and hears about on radio and television, but even be
fore he earns it, he thinks he deserves it as part of his heritage 
as an American citizen; and he feels, furthermore, that it is 
the sacred duty of banks and other lending agencies to imple
ment his every whim by the magic of consumer credit. An ex
panding population suffering from ballooning wants is bound 
to create economic problems of the first order.

The effort to satisfy all these requirements simultaneously— 
those of industry to keep abreast of the technological revolu
tion; of cities and states to care for their growing populations; 
of Government to maintain its expanding domestic programs 
and to meet Russian competition; and of growing millions of 
individuals clamoring for higher and higher levels of living 
with less and less work—this effort is now making, and for 
years to come will continue to make, nearly impossible de
mands upon the available supply of physical resources. It is 
doubtful, indeed, if we can do all these things at the same 
time—anymore than the dog could get everything he wanted 
at the same time. Because: Although population can double

in forty years (our young people can see to that!) our re
sources cannot double in the same time. This is our funda
mental problem—a scarcity of real resources vis-a-vis the 
demands we are making on them to do all the things we as a 
society want to do.

It is a problem, however, that more money cannot solve. 
It is true, of course, that for any individual, for any partic
ular business, or city, or state more money would enable it 
to attract to itself a larger share of our scarce resources and 
would thereby solve its particular problem—albeit at the ex
pense of other segments of the economy. But this solution 
cannot be generalized for the simple reason that more money 
would not increase the total supply of physical resources.

If more money were really the answer to our problem, it 
would be easy enough for the Federal Reserve to increase 
the money supply and thus assure perpetual prosperity. But 
that would be just like throwing away the leash on the dog. 
What would happen? History is strewn with the wreckage 
created in country after country by ill-fated attempts to 
evade through the magic of inflated currencies the restraints 
imposed upon men by real economic scarcities.

The classic example of this sort of thing is the inflation 
that raged in Germany after the First World War, from some
time in 1922 up until sometime in 1924. I have before me 
two pieces of German currency that illustrate the course of 
this inflation. The first piece is a five mark note issued in 
August 1917, when the war was three-quarters over. This 
piece of money is made of good tough paper. It is highly 
engraved on both sides, and at par would have been worth 
about a dollar and a quarter, but in August 1917 was worth 
much less—perhaps seventy-five or eighty cents.

The second piece of German money was issued in October 
1923. It is smaller in size; it is made of flimsy paper, almost 
like tissue paper; it is not engraved but is merely overprinted 
and only on one side at that. The other side is blank. This 
piece of currency, on which it did not pay to print the reverse 
side, carries the denomination five billion marks. But even 
such an astronomical sum would scarcely buy a paper of 
matches like those the hotel left on my night table.

And what was the result of this incredible depreciation of 
the currency? I had the privilege in 1929 of studying at a 
German university on a traveling fellowship from my Ameri
can university. While there I made the acquaintance of an old 
professor who should have retired years before. He had, in
deed, planned on retiring and to that end had been saving 
throughout most of his working life to buy an endowment 
insurance policy in the amount of about 100,000 marks. On 
the income from this, he and his wife might have enjoyed 
a frugal but respectable living in their old age.

Unfortunately, this policy fell due at the height of the in
flation. By that time the mark had so deteriorated in value 
that the insurance company could not afford to use a stamp 
to mail the 100,000 marks to the old man. He had to stop 
by the office and pick it up in person—and his whole life’s 
savings would then buy only one cigarette.

This gentleman, of course, was not alone. Thousands upon 
thousands were suffering the same fate. The whole middle 
class of Germany, indeed, was robbed, impoverished, de
moralized, and destroyed by the inflation. And it was precisely 
in the confused and bewildered wreckage of the middle classes 
that Hitler found the material out of which to make a revolu
tion and to create a power structure that later let loose upon 
the world the greatest blood bath in all history. And all those 
white crosses in American military cemeteries around the 
world are, therefore, among the tragic sequelae of a mistaken 
monetary policy followed by a distant nation across the sea.

Continued on Page 6
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Continued from Page 3
Please do not misunderstand me. I am not saying that in 

this country we are in any immediate or even remote danger 
of following the example of Germany. I am saying, however, 
that, except for whatever prudence the public can muster, the 
hand of the Federal Reserve on the monetary leash is just 
about the only thing holding back the economy from plung
ing headlong in the direction of such disaster. In this task we 
want your understanding. More than that, however, we want

Bank Announcements
On December 14, 1958, the newly organized Citizens Na
tional Bank of Sandy Springs, Sandy Springs, Georgia, 
opened for business as a member of the Federal Reserve 
System. Officers are A. J. Weinberg, Chairman of the Board; 
Thomas E. Cook, President; Ivan Allen, Jr., Vice Presi
dent; and James S. Farr, Cashier. Capital totals $125,000 
and surplus and other funds $175,000.

On January 1, 1960, the Red Boiling Springs Bank, Red 
Boiling Springs, Tennessee, a nonmember bank, began to 
remit at par for checks drawn on it when received from 
the Federal Reserve Bank. Officers are Dayton Chitwood, 
President; Dr. C. C. Chitwood, Jr., Vice President; William
B. Green, Cashier; and Miss Georgia Patterson, Assistant
Cashier. Capital totals $25,000 and surplus and undivided
profits $88,478.

Department Store Sales and Inventories *

Percent Change
Sales Inventories

Nov. 1959 from 11 Months Nov. 30, 1959 from
Oct. Nov. 1959 from Oct. 31, Nov. 30,

Place 1959 1958 1958 1959 1958

ALABAMA ......................... — 1 + 3 + 5 + 4 + 4
Birmingham.................... +  7 +  0 +  2 + 2 — 4
Mobile.............................. — 3 — 2 + 5
Montgomery.................... — 4 +  6 + 5

FLORIDA.............................. + 3 +  18 +13 + 2 + 6
Daytona Beach . . . . +3 +4 +7

+  13Jacksonville.................... — 0 +34 +21 + 7
Miami A r e a .................... — 1 +  16 + 9 + 4 — 3

M ia m i......................... +  1 +  15 + 7
O r la n d o ......................... — 5 + 8 +  11

+ 23St. Ptrsbg-Tampa Area . +14 +22 +  19 — 2

GEORGIA.............................. + 8 +10 + 6 + 2 +17
Atlanta** .................... +11 +11 + 6 + 1 +22
A u g u sta ......................... + 0 +  19 +  16

+ 6Columbus......................... — 0 + 4 + 0 + 4
M acon.............................. + 2 + 3 + 4 + 3 + 8

— 10 + 4 +16
Savannah ......................... + 4 +5 — 0

LOUISIANA......................... + 8 +  4 + 4 + 2 + 3
Baton Rouge .................... + 9 — 3 +1 + 6 + 2
New Orleans.................... +  11 +  7 + 6 + 1 + 5

M IS S IS S IP P I.................... — 2 + 4 + 8 + 2 + 9
+ 5 + 3 + 8 + 1 +  11

M erid ian**.................... — 9 + 6 + 6

TENNESSEE .................... +  1 + 5 + 7 +  6 + 7
Bristol-Kingsport-

+ 4Johnson City** . . . — 2 — 1 + 3 —1
Bristol (Tenn. & Va.)** +1 —9 — 1 + 5 — 11

Chattanooga.................... + 0 + 2 + 8
Knoxville......................... — 1 + 8 + 9 + 5 +17

D I S T R IC T ......................... + 4 + 9 + 8 + 3 + 8

♦Reporting stores account for over 90 percent of total District department store sales. 
**In order to permit publication of figures for this city, a special sample has been 

constructed that is not confined exclusively to department stores. Figures for non- 
department stores, however, are not used in computing the District percent changes.

and need your support and cooperation, even though at times 
it may involve some sacrifice for you to give it.

Walking the dog is not always an easy task. And restrain
ing an economy as hefty and as headstrong as ours from 
doing itself harm is also not an easy task. If you are ever in
clined to pray about such matters, you had better pray that 
the Federal Reserve keep a tight grip on the monetary leash 
and not connive with those who would seek for an easy and 
popular escape from economic and monetary troubles by 
throwing it away.

Debits to Individual Demand Deposit Accounts
(In Thousands of Dollars)

Nov.
1959

Oct.
1959

Nov.
1958

Percent Change 
Year-to-date 

11 Months 
Nov. 1959 from iqcjq 

Oct. Nov. from 
1959 1958 1958

ALABAMA
Anniston . . . . 40,159 44,206 36,091 — 9 +11 +15
Birmingham . . . 709,483 779,870 733,771 — 9 — 3 +11
Dothan . . . . 30,982 35,772 30,956 — 13 + 0 + 9
Gadsden . . . . 33,493 35,830 37,139 — 7 — 10 +11
Huntsville* . . . 67,487 79,807 64,395 — 15 + 5 +19
Mobile . . . . 281,726 283,487 248,6% — 1 +13 +12
Montgomery . . . 162,291 174,889 151,880 — 7 + 7 +  14
Selma* . . 25,426 32,254 23,364 — 21 +  12
Tuscaloosa* . . . 50,337 64,346 44,610 — 22 +13 +14

Total Reporting Cities 1,401.384 1,530,461 1,370,902 — 8 + 2 +12
Other Citiesf . . . 
FLORIDA 

Daytona Beach*

752,508 806,432 656,914 — 7 + 15 +15

56,701 55,643 51,751 + 2 +10 + 8
Fort Lauderdale* . 199,581 199,229 180,993 + 0 + 10 +10
Gainesville* . . . 40,139 43,077 33,710 — 7 + 19 +14
Jacksonville . . . 761,621 780,499 641,224 — 2 + 19 +12
Key West* . . . 16,939 15,298 13,744 +11 + 23 +  11
Lakeland* . . . 73,221 76,301 68,629 — 4 + 7 +14

877,631 850,666 726,037 + 3 +21 +16
Greater Miami* 1,267,291 1,239,983 1,088,916 + 2 + 16 +14
Orlando . . . . 232,110 249,446 187,826 — 7 +24 +28
Pensacola . . . 81,698 86,708 76,957 — 6 + 6 +  10
St. Petersburg . . 222,582 218,787 184,464 + 2 +21 +20
Tampa . . . . 400,326 394,672 350,989 +  1 + 14 +17
West Palm Beach* 132,418 125,833 113,003 + 5 + 17 +13

Total Reporting Cities 3,484,627 3,485,476 2,992,206 — 0 + 16 +  15
Other Citiesf . . . 1,684,193 1,696,747 1,324,191 — 1 + 27 +17
GEORGIA

Albany . . . . 52,332 55,084 43,686 — 5 +20 +16
Athens* . . . . 38,372 40,071 32,775 — 4 +  17 + 8
Atlanta . . . . 1,899,634 2,080,123 1,737,985 — 9 + 9 +13
Augusta . . . . 102,479 109,762 90,775 — 7 +  13 + 9
Brunswick . . . 24,498 26,255 19,175 — 7 +28 +25
Columbus . . . . 102,526 104,884 89,601 — 2 + 14 + 9
Elberton . . . . 9,078 9,857 8,153 — 8 +11 + 6
Gainesville* . . . 40,383 46,886 46,593 — 14 — 13 — 3
Griffin* . . . . 18,906 20,% 2 16,624 — 10 + 14 +14
LaGrange* . . . 18,271 20,937 18,507 — 13 — 1 +10
Macon . . . . 118,771 124,828 108,226 — 5 + 10 +14
Marietta* . . . 29,754 34,593 25,687 — 14 +16 +21
Newnan . . . . 17,142 21,991 17,939 — 22 —4 +13
Rome* . . . . 50,655 51,386 39,741 — 1 +27 +17
Savannah . . . . 182,484 198,737 175,485 — 8 + 4 +11
Valdosta . . . . 31,419 34,797 27,257 — 10 +15 +27

Total Reporting Cities 2,736,704 2,981,153 2,498,209 — 8 +10 +13
Other Citiesf . . . 959,971 986,416 798,739 — 3 +20 +  16
LOUISIANA

Alexandria* . . . 69,159 75,687 69,533 — 9 — 1 + 7
Baton Rouge . . 253,994 275,626 230,729 — 8 +10 +10
Lafayette* . . . 59,304 70,490 61,288 — 16 — 3 +14
Lake Charles . . 79,029 84,792 82,671 — 7 — 4 + 4
New Orleans . . . 1,223,266 1,335,245 1,096,182 — 8 +  12 + 8

Total Reporting Cities 1,684,752 1,841,840 1,540,403 — 9 + 9 + 8
Other Citiesf . . . 556,497 607,340 562,999 — 8 — 1 +11
MISSISSIPPI

Biloxi-Gulfport* . 48,316 48,676 41,630 — 1 +16 +17
Hattiesburg . . . 33,538 37,973 31,004 — 12 + 8 +13
Jackson . . . . 284,764 314,724 261,589 — 10 + 9 +19
Laurel* . . . . 27,335 28,959 25,041 — 6 + 9 +17
Meridian . . . . 44,729 44,845 38,147 — 0 +17 +17
Natchez* . . . . 22,660 23,234 21,044 — 2 + 8 +12
Vicksburg . . . 20,896 21,247 18,031 — 2 + 16 + 8

Total Reporting Cities 482,238 519,658 436,486 — 7 + 10 +17
Other Citiesf . . . 251,302 258,485 235,214 — 3 + 7 +14
TENNESSEE

Bristol* . . . . 41,944 43,680 40,730 — 4 + 3 +12
Chattanooga . . . 308,660 317,361 275,227 — 3 +12 +  17
Johnson City* . . 38,592 43,832 38,017 — 12 + 2 + 7
Kingsport* . . . 80,596 84,646 70,048 — 5 +15 +15
Knoxville . . . 232,623 238,192 201,786 — 2 +  15 +11
Nashville . . . . 753,619 739,461 657,977 + 2 +15 +14

Total Reporting Cities 1,456,034 1,467,172 1,283,785 — 1 +  13 +14
Other Citiesf . . . 543,511 543,789 539,852 — 0 +  1 +14
SIXTH DISTRICT . 15,993,721 16,724,969 14,239,900 — 4 +12 +13

Reporting Cities 11,245,739 11,825,760 10,121,991 — 5 +11 +13
Other Citiesf . . 4,747,982 4,899,209 4,117,909 — 3 +15 + 15

Total, 32 Cities . . 9,609,583 10,110,616 8,617,655 — 5 +12 +13
UNITED STATES

344 Cities . . . 217,167,000 230,245,000 183,092,000 — 6 +19 +10
*Nct included in total for 32 cities that are part of the National Bank Debit Series. 
fEstimated.
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